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Executive Summary
This deliverable details the results of task 6.4 that covers four java real-life use-cases for
DECODER. It describes all the works performed related with these use-cases.
Actions described here cover points like the upload of the code into DECODER along with
documentation artifacts, and actions to update the source code files of the use-cases,
validate them, and extract significant data and information from them, by running various
java-related DECODER platform tools.
It also describes some tooling developed specifically for java use-cases: in particular, a
DECODER tool called JmlGen, now part of the platform, necessary to integrate with
DECODER java projects that don't already have JML assertions inside (and most java
projects in the world don't).
Contributing tasks of this WP

T6.4

Related deliverables of this WP

D6.2

Input from other WP(s)

None

Output to other WP(s)

N/A

Acronyms and Abbreviations
AI

Artificial Intelligence

AST

Abstract Syntax Tree

GUI

Graphical User Interface

JML

Java Modeling Language

NER

Named Entity Recognition

NLP

Natural Language Processing

PKM

Persistent Knowledge Monitor

SRL

Semantic Role Labeling
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to describe the work carried out in task 6.4 from WP6.
Task 6.6 consist of executing various java-related tools on a set of four real-life java usecases from the OW2 code base:
•

Authzforce Core (https://github.com/authzforce/core), an XACML web services
authorization service (security and access control).

•

Joram (https://gitlab.ow2.org/joram/joram),
asynchronous messaging middleware).

•

Lutece Core (https://github.com/lutece-platform/lutece-core), a java CMS/Portal
server developed by the City of Paris.

•

Sat4J (https://gitlab.ow2.org/sat4j/sat4j/), a boolean satisfaction and optimization
solver (scientific calculation software).

a

JMS

MOM

(synchronous

and

1.2 Scope of the task
The scope of task 6.6 is to demonstrate that the java-related tools and methods developed in
the different work packages of DECODER can be applied to real-life java projects. The
projects proposed all have a quite significant size (from around 200 to 2.000 java files), thus
reflecting the reality of full-fledged java projects.
As validation tasks on java code are based on JML assertions, and most real-life java
projects don't have any JML instrumentation inside, T6.6 required to develop a specific
DECODER tool, JmlGen, to insert automatically some simple JML assertions in the java
code. The principles of this tool are also detailed in this document.

1.3 Overall organization of the document
The deliverable is organized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 2 describes the JmlGen JML assertions generation tool.
Section 3 describes the overall scenario (or workflow) of a use-case: the same
scenario being applied to the four use-cases.
Section 4 describes the Authzforce Core use-case, and its results.
Section 5 describes the Joram use-case, and its results.
Section 6 describes describes the Lutece Core use-case, and its results.
Section 7 describes the Sat4J use-case, and its results.

Finally, Section 8 presents conclusions and outlines future work.
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2 JmlGen JML assertions generation tool
2.1 JmlGen introduction
JML is a specification dedicated for java static analysis: it allows to express predicates
concerning methods or variables, that can be verified using JML tools (provided by the JML
community and available as open-source).
DECODER proposes JML validation by embedding one of these tools: OpenJml. But using it
implies that the java code is instrumented with JML annotations: most java projects are not,
and it can be a lot of work for a skilled developer.
The idea behind JmlGen is to generate automatically some simple JML assertions, to
instrument the code at no cost.
JmlGen generates some JML annotations in a complete Java project, and has been tested
on the four DECODER use-cases from the OW2 code base.
Available as a standalone open-source tool at OW2 ( https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen ),
it was then embedded in a DECODER tool to be integrated in the platform as an OpenApi
service.
JmlGen adds three types of annotations to a Java project:
• "non_null" annotations that mean a method or variable should never return null. JmlGen
flags "non_null" methods at risk of null pointer exception (in case of chained calls like
method1().method2(), method1() will be flagged "non_null").
• "pure" annotations that mean a method is stateless (does not modify a public field value)
are added to getters, to denote their stateless nature.
• "modifies" annotations, that denote stateful operations (that modify the internal state of
an object), are added to methods that update public fields.
JmlGen receives as arguments a source and destination directory, and a "code path" that
tells where Java code resides starting from the source directory (used both for JML
generation and methods resolution).
Then it runs in two passes, after initializing solvers and parsing the java code to build an
AST (Abstract Syntax Tree):
• Generation of @pure and @modifies annotations (does not require external resolution:
everything runs within a class).
• Generation of @non_null annotations (requires resolution, as non_null may be added to
methods in another class than the caller).
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Figure 1: JmlGen annotations

2.2 JmlGen annotations generation examples
The examples below illustrate a JmlGen execution on OW2 Joram Use-Case.
After cloning the project in some location, let /tmp, JMLGen has been launched as follows,
producing a new JML-annotated project in the sub-directory /tmp/joram-JML:
$ java -jar target/jmlgen-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar /tmp/joram/joram /tmp/joram-JML/joram
joram/mom/core/src/main/java:joram/tools/jasp/src/main/java:joram/tools/monitoring/src/
main/java:joram/tools/rest/admin/src/main/java:joram/tools/rest/jmx/src/main/java[:… list of
all paths that contain java classes...]
JmlGen has produced a list of modifications done. Below we provide an excerpt with some
JML generated in two classes, A3CMLServer and SessionContext:
[…]
Modifications scheduled in a3/rt/src/main/java/fr/dyade/aaa/agent/conf/A3CMLServer.java:
line 114, column 3: modifies this.properties;
line 143, column 9: pure
line 159, column 9: pure
line 137, column 3: modifies this.nat;
Modifications scheduled in joram/tools/rest/jms/src/main/java/org/objectweb/joram/tools/rest/
jms/SessionContext.java:
line 51, column 9: pure
line 67, column 9: pure
line 67, column 9: non_null
line 82, column 9: non_null
line 42, column 9: pure
[...]
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2.3 Generation of "modifies" annotations
The token @modifies is added in front of any method that directly assigns a public field.
In the example above about class A3CMLServer.java, the field "properties" is defined as
follows:
public Hashtable<String,A3CMLProperty> properties =null;
And the method at line 114 is annotated as follows due to the assignment statement at line
4:
/*@ modifies this.properties; @*/
public A3CMLProperty addProperty(A3CMLProperty prop) {
if (properties == null)
properties = new Hashtable<String, A3CMLProperty>();
return (A3CMLProperty) properties.put(prop.name, prop);
}

2.4 Generation of "pure" annotations
The token @pure is added in front of any public getter method.
Purity is defined by Java best practices, the getter for a field x is a method called getX (or
isX when x is a boolean) that returns the value of x, supposed to be stateless (i.e. it doesn't
update anything that changes the state of the instance where it is called).
The code below comes from SessionContext.java (abstract) class.
Here, we assume that getters should not affect the value of what they get, which justifies to
flag them pure.
public /*@ pure @*/ A3CMLNat getNat(short sid) {
if (nat == null) return null;
return (A3CMLNat) nat.get(new Short(sid));
}
@pure is inserted at line 1 because the "nat" field is public, so a method called "getNat" is
supposed to be stateless.

2.5 Generation of "non_null" annotations
non_null annotations are added when a risk of “null pointer exception” is detected, because
of chained method calls : a construct like method1().method2() will trigger the non_null
annotation of method1().
In the example above (class SessionContext.java), the token @non_null is added at line 82
to the getClientCtx method:
public /*@ non_null @*/ RestClientContext getClientCtx() {
return clientCtx;
}
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Here, getClientCtx() is called from another class (public class ProducerContext extends
SessionContext) as follows:
getClientCtx().setLastActivity(System.currentTimeMillis());
In the case getClientCtx() would return "null", the program would fail with a
"NullPointerException", which is considered as an unwanted behavior in java: so, @non_null
is used to flag potential bugs, due to missing pointer value checks.
Inserting @non_null requires methods resolution, as the call may occur somewhere else
than in the class that declares the method (such as, for example, a class that uses an
instance of it, or that inherits from it).
JmlGen does not perform an exhaustive analysis but a best-effort analysis: it detects any
suspicious call in the AST so the method can be resolved.

2.6 Further JmlGen investigations: mix with NLP tools
Experiments were conduced between CEA and OW2 to mix JmlGen static generation with
AI NLP techniques, so that more complex AI-induced JML annotations be generated in the
code, reusing JmlGen outputs to train the AI.

Figure 2: JmlGen / NLP project flow

This approach has not been fully implemented, and can't be considered successful enough
as of today: but CEA and OW2 published a scientific paper accepted at ECOOP / ISSTA
conference 2021 [1], developing that idea - which can be considered a success with regard
to the scientific community.
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3 Overall java use-case scenario
The scenario is oriented to source code operations: the OW2 use-cases are quite
exclusively source code, none has a UML model, and the documentation is not formatted
enough (HTML or Markdown).
For each use-case, the following steps will be explored:
•

Create a java project in the PKM.

•

Clone the target project into the newly created project, using the GIT manager to
bring the source code from its Git repository.

•

Generate JML annotations to instrument the code, using the JmlGen tool.

•

Analyze the JML annotations using the OpenJML Analyzer tool.

•

Generate the AST, comments and annotations files for the code, using the
JavaParser tool.

•

Generate variable misuse fix suggestions using the Variable Misuse tool.

•

Summarize what the code does, using the Code Summarization tool.

•

Extract some semantic information from comments using the SRL (Semantic Role
Labeling) tool.

•

Analyze natural language structure of comments using the NER (Named Entity
Recognition) tool.

Most actions will be performed from the DECODER frontend application: then, data and
statistics will be extracted from the database, using either the DECODER frontend, thirdparty database (MongoDB) query tools, or scripts developed for that purpose.

3.1 Java project creation and code upload (git clone)
This phase requires to log into the Frontend application with "Maintainer" role: this role only
allows to use the "GIT manager" to clone the source code into the PKM.
3.1.1 Project creation
Use the project creation dialog to create a new project. Example with Sat4J use-case:
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Figure 3: Project creation dialog

3.1.2 Cloning the code into the PKM
The code is cloned into the PKM using the DECODER Git manager, by simply pasting the
clone URL provided by the project's Gitlab or Github interface.
Example with Sat4J use-case:

Figure 4: Git manager
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The Git clone operation provides a detailed report when completed: when successful, the
project is ready for tools application on its Code and Documents collections.

Figure 5: Project collections

The Document collection contains all the artifacts considered as documentation by
DECODER: this includes, but is not limited to, text files, images, XML files, markdown files,
CSV data...
The Code collection contains all the java files, and other code artifacts like shell scripts or
stylesheets. Dedicated editors are available for each source code file type (below, example
of a java source file), to eventually edit and/or delete it.

Figure 6: Source code editor
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Tools provided by DECODER can now be applied to source code artifacts: most of the tools
tested here belonging to the LLD ("Low Level Design") category, dedicated for developers
that take actions on the code.

Figure 7: Tools list

Tools that will be applied in the use-cases can be selected and executed from there: like, for
example, the JML Generator (JmlGen tool) or the Java Parser (JavaParser tool).
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Note: project documentation and/or UML model(s) are downloaded and put at the right place
by the GIT manager, if they are present. Additional documents or models can be added to
the project later on, by manually uploading the files.

3.2 Generate JML annotations to instrument the code, using the
JmlGen tool
The JmlGen tool generates JML assertions into a project as a whole: it does not require to
select specific files, and applies to all java files available. To execute it, simply select "JML
Generator" from the tools list, then "Execute tool" button.

Figure 8: JmlGen tool dialog

When done, results can be listed then detailed in the "Result" tab: for JmlGen, a list of all
source code files updated (with JML inside) is provided.

Figure 9: JmlGen tool results
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When editing one of the files listed, one can see that JML assertions were inserted by
JmlGen (here, two JML annotations, "pure" and "non_null", grouped in front of a method,
denote that this method should be stateless and never return null):

Figure 10: Generated JML assertion

The JmlGen log details information about all JML annotations inserted (which annotation, n
which file, at which line/column).

Figure 11: JmlGen log

3.3 Analyze the JML annotations using the OpenJML Analyzer tool
The OpenJML analysis tool now validates JML assertions present in the code. The tool is
part of LLV ("Low Level Validation"), and can be launched on one or more file(s).
We will launch it on the whole project by clicking "select all" button, although it would be
sufficient to limit it to files with JML assertions inside (in our case, the list could be extracted
from the JmlGen tool result details).
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Figure 12: OpenJML dialog

The OpenJML tool then proposes three execution modes for different JML checking options:
type, static, or runtime assertion. In our case, as JmlGen mostly generates static checking
assertions, the tool will be run in static checking mode.

Figure 13: OpenJML options
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3.4 Generate AST, comments and annotations using the JavaParser
tool
Run the JavaParser tool on the global project ("Javaparser whole Project" tool).
Check that artifacts are properly generated (AST, comments and annotations) in the PKM
database.

3.5 Generate variable misuse suggestions using the Variable Misuse
tool
Run the Variable Misuse tool on the global project ("Variable Misuse for Project" tool).
The tool updates the java code, by adding comments to signal potential variable misuse
bugs: doing that, it invalidates the results from the JavaParser, that must be run again on the
modified code.
For example, the comment below (added after a line of code) suggests a modification (here,
to replace "Parameterized" class with "String" class): the developer is supposed to perform a
visual check, to see if a real bug is present.
super(functionId, StandardDatatypes.BOOLEAN, false,
Collections.singletonList(StandardDatatypes.BOOLEAN)); // DECODERVARIABLE_MISUSE: Check if replacing 'StandardDatatypes' by 'String' needed.
After running the tool, the following tasks will be performed, to check tool results:
•

Download the code from the PKM

•

Look for all DECODER-VARIABLE-MISUSE comments

•

For each comment, check visually its relevance

•

Compute statistics (number of suggestions generated, number of files modified,
relevance ratio after visual check).

3.6 Generate code summarization
Summarization tool

comments

using

the

Code

Run the Code Summarization tool on the global project ("Code Summarization for Project"
tool). It makes uses of artifacts extracted by the JavaParser (Prerequisite: run the
JavaParser before).
The tool updates the java code, by adding comments to summarize what the code does:
doing that, it invalidates the results from the JavaParser, that must be run again on the
modified code.
For example, the comment below was generated at the beginning of a java file:
/**
* DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: creates a new dependency with the given
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parameters
*/
After running the tool, the following tasks will be performed, to check tool results:
•

Download the code from the PKM

•

Look for all DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION comments

•

Check visually the summaries relevance and similarity

•

Compute statistics (number of summaries generated, number of files modified,
similarity rate when applicable, qualitative relevance estimation).

3.7 Generate SRL predicates using the SRL Chunk tool
SRL chunk tool performs "Semantic Role Labeling" operations on annotations and
comments extracted by the JavaParser (Prerequisite: run the JavaParser before).
It must be executed on individual files (no "whole Project" option), and produces visual
results, that reflect its understanding of natural language sentences elements and structure.
For example:

Figure 14: SRL visual display

Here, only manual tests on samples are possible, and make sense. A set of 10 files will be
chosen for each use-case, based on their significant size, and abundance of comments in
the corpus.
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The success rate (predicates generated) and relevance of predicates will be estimated
visually.

3.8 Generate NER predicates using the NER tool
NER tool performs "Name Entity Recognition" operations on comments extracted by the
JavaParser (Prerequisite: run the JavaParser before).
It must be executed on individual files (no "whole Project" option), in "decoderJava" mode,
and produces visual results, that reflect its understanding of natural language entities nature.
For example:

Figure 15: NER visual display

Here, only manual tests on samples are possible, and make sense. A set of 10 files will be
chosen for each use-case, based on their significant size, and abundance of comments in
the corpus.
The success rate (predicates generated) and relevance of predicates will be estimated
visually.
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4

Authzforce Core Use-Case

4.1 Project information
Web site

https://authzforce.ow2.org

Git repository

https://github.com/authzforce/core.git

Number of java files

140

Tool

Status

Execution time

JmlGen

Success

8'' (all project)

OpenJML (all files selected) Partial (130 failures)

15' (all project)

JavaParser

Success

9'57'' (all project)

Code Summarization

Success

50'' (all project)

Variable Misuse

Success

7'' (all project)

SRL

Success

30'' / file

NER

Partial (80%)

3'' / file

4.2 JmlGen / OpenJML phase
JmlGen generates 53 annotations in 22 files.
OpenJml executed on all files in "static check" mode fails in most cases.
Errors are due to unresolved external dependencies, like this one, stating that
"org.apache.cxf.ws.security" and " org.apache.cxf.ws.security.trust" do not exist:
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Figure 16: Authzforce OpenJML report

It is safer to run OpenJml tool locally on the file system (after downloading the project from
the PKM), and include all dependencies in the classpath.

4.3 JavaParser phase
AST generation successful.
Comments extracted from 62 files (count of elements in "commentsjava" collection).
Example:
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Figure 17: Authzforce JavaParser comment

61 annotations extracted (count elements in "annotationsJML" collection).
Example:

Figure 18: Authzforce JavaParser annotation

4.4 Variable Misuse phase
Number of predicates generated: 8 in 7 files
Predicates with no relevance: 2
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Original code

Predicate (proposal)

Reason for irrelevance

super(functionId,
StandardDatatypes.STRING, true,
Arrays.asList(StandardDatatypes.S
TRING,
StandardDatatypes.STRING,
StandardDatatypes.STRING));

Check if replacing
'StandardDatatypes' by 'functionId'
needed.

Suggests to replace a type by a
variable name.

super(functionId,
Check if replacing
StandardDatatypes.BOOLEAN,
'StandardDatatypes' by 'String'
false,
needed.
Collections.singletonList(StandardD
atatypes.BOOLEAN));

String.BOOLEAN would have no
meaning (and not compile).

Overall relevance level: 6/8 = 75%.

4.5 Code Summarization phase
140 summarization comments generated in 140 files.
Most (if not all) summaries generated are totally irrelevant.
Some have no meaning (or even are not sentences at all), like these ones:
"creates a biolingua algorithm from files are inherited from resources are added to protected"
"UNK la lista de UNK UNK UNK con los UNK UNK"
Others look more relevant, but have no real meaning (and no relationship with the code
content), like these ones:
"creates a new ls for the recommendation list"
"creates a new population for the requested feed and compression"
As a conclusion, Code Summarization provides almost no value when applied to Authzforce
project.

4.6 SRL Phase
The "SRL Chunk" tool was executed on 10 files with comments, chosen randomly then
selected for their abundance of comments and annotations.
It always succeeded (100%).
Among the 10 results obtained, 15 comments produced predicates (For the others, the tool
reported "No predicates found for this section of text.").
The 15 results come from 4 different files.
A typical "SRL Chunk" tool invocation for a file takes 20 to 40 seconds, when the chunk
analyzed is of medium size (like a comment with 20 to 60 words).
Example:
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/**
* Represents a XACML Policy datatype (from XACML schema), to be used as AttributeValue.
* <p>
* Used here for testing Authzforce datatype extension mechanism, i.e. plugging a custom complex datatype
* into the PDP engine.
*/

gives the following results:

Figure 19: Authzforce SRL results

Longer comments can lead the tool to run longer (processing a header license comment with
10 to 15 lines of text can take 4 to 5 minutes).
Example:
/*
* Copyright 2012-2022 THALES.
*
* This file is part of AuthzForce CE.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

The result is less relevant (or complete) than it is for shorter sentences:
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Figure 20: Authzforce SRL results

Figure 21: Authzforce SRL results

Concerning the relevance and quality of results, it can be considered satisfactory for
Authzforce use-case (many predicates, with rich content).

4.7 NER phase
The NER tool was executed on 10 files with comments, chosen randomly then selected for
their abundance of comments and annotations.
It failed twice (error), and provided 8 results (80% success).
The average execution time for a successful run is about 3 seconds.
Among the 8 results, 2 did not extract anything relevant ("The NER tool found no entities for
this parsed text string").
The other 8 results have little relevance:
- The same entity can have different and mutually exclusive labels. Example below, with
"XACML" considered as a Class Name and an Identifier in the same comment:
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Figure 22: Authzforce NER results

- In another
case, similar concepts appear as different, and some usual english words are considered as
identifiers (or, in other cases, as class names):

Figure 23: Authzforce NER results

As a conclusion, NER tool gives poor results when applied to Authzforce project, in terms of
relevance.
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5 JORAM Use-Case
5.1 Project information
Web site

http://joram.ow2.org

Git repository

https://gitlab.ow2.org/joram/joram.git

Number of java files

2237

Tool

Status

Execution time

JmlGen

Success

1'12'' (all project)

OpenJML (all files selected) N/A (too many failures)

N/A (more than 2 hours).

JavaParser

Success

2h19'32'' (all project)

Code Summarization

Success

14'40'' (all project)

Variable Misuse

Success

10'31'' (all project)

SRL

Partial (70%)

45'' / file

NER

Partial (70%)

3'' / file

5.2 JmlGen / OpenJML phase
JmlGen generates 1224 annotations in 331 files. 47 are multiple ones, like this one:
public /*@ pure non_null @*/ IVecInt getVars()
OpenJML was launched, but as it has no "whole project" option, launching a tool on more
than 2.000 individual files does not appear feasible. This is probably due to the platform
architecture (Process Engine and GUI overloaded).

5.3 JavaParser phase
AST generation successful.
Comments extracted from 2179 files (count of elements in "commentsjava" collection).
Example:
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Figure 24: Joram JavaParser comment

2089 annotations were extracted (count elements in "annotationsJML" collection).
Example:

5.4 Variable Misuse phase
Number of predicates generated: 58 in 58 files.
Predicates with no relevance: 23
Original code

Predicate (proposal)

Reason for irrelevance

if (number % 2 == 1) {

Check if replacing 'number' by
'Exception' needed.

Exception % 2 has no meaning (and
would not compile).

public void readFrom(InputXStream Check if replacing 'InputXStream' by Suggests to replace a type by a
is) throws IOException;
'os' needed.
variable name.
public static Logger logger =
Check if replacing 'Activator' by
Debug.getLogger(Activator.class.ge 'Object' needed.
tName());

A logger for Object class is very
unlikely to have any meaning.

public boolean equals(Object obj) {

Check if replacing 'Object' by 'prime' Suggests to replace a type by a
needed.
variable name.

throw new
SelectorException("Invalid selector:
" + t.getMessage())

Check if replacing
'SelectorException' by 'String'
needed.

public BindEvent(CompositeName
compositeName,NamingContextId
updatedContextId,

Check if replacing 'CompositeName' Suggests to replace a type by a
by 'name' needed.
variable name.

public
UnbindEvent(CompositeName
compositeName,NamingContextId
updatedContextId,

Check if replacing 'CompositeName' Suggests to replace a type by a
by 'name' needed.
variable name.

public Object getAttribute(String

Check if replacing 'String' by 'name'
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objectName, String attribute) throws needed.
Exception;

variable name.

attributes = a;

Check if replacing 'attributes' by
'String' needed.

Suggests to assign a class name.

public final static String
JMS_SERVER_PACKAGE =
JMXConnectorMetadata.class.getP
ackage().getName();

Check if replacing
Very unlikely that assigning a
'JMXConnectorMetadata' by 'String' constant to "java.lang" (the package
needed.
String belongs to) would make
sense.

public
Check if replacing 'success' by
ClearWaitingRequestResponse(boo 'Response' needed.
lean success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
Check if replacing 'success' by
SendEditedQueueResponse(boolea 'Response' needed.
n success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
DeleteQueueResponse(boolean
success, String message) {

Check if replacing 'success' by
'Response' needed.

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
Check if replacing 'success' by
SendNewQueueResponse(boolean 'Response' needed.
success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
Check if replacing 'success' by
ClearPendingMessageResponse(bo 'Response' needed.
olean success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
DeleteTopicResponse(boolean
success, String message) {

Check if replacing 'success' by
'Response' needed.

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
SendNewTopicResponse(boolean
success, String message) {

Check if replacing 'success' by
'Response' needed.

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
Check if replacing 'success' by
SendNewSubscriptionResponse(bo 'Response' needed.
olean success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
DeleteSubscriptionResponse(boole
an success, String message) {

Check if replacing 'success' by
'Response' needed.

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
Check if replacing 'success' by
SendEditedSubscriptionResponse(b 'Response' needed.
oolean success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
DeleteMessageResponse(boolean
success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

Check if replacing 'success' by
'Response' needed.
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public
Check if replacing 'success' by
SendEditedMessageResponse(bool 'Response' needed.
ean success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

public
SendNewMessageResponse(boole
an success, String message) {

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

Check if replacing 'success' by
'Response' needed.

Overall relevance level: 35/58 = 60%.

5.5 Code Summarization phase
2237 code summarization comments generated in 2237 files.
Many very weird (and out of scope) summaries, like these ones:
"add the moments that add the smil file to the mm"
"create a new rest java util logging to modify the da os"
"java util properties http www UNK com xxx UNK tools versions in UNK"
Some look more accurate, like this one:
"create a new idx file object which is used to modify the original resources"
One that may look relevant, "create a new collocated joram server", appears... 842 times (so
842 of 2237 = 37% of the Joram code is supposed to create "new collocated joram
servers").
As a conclusion, Code Summarization has too little relevance to be useful in Joram project.

5.6 SRL phase
The "SRL Chunk" tool was executed on 10 files with comments, chosen randomly, then
selected for their abundance of comments and annotations.
It failed 3 times (error), and provided 7 results (70% success).
The average execution time for a successful run is about 45 seconds.
Among the 7 results obtained, only 2 comments produced predicates (For the others, the
tool reported "No predicates found for this section of text.").
The 2 results come from 2 different files. Only one really detected the structure of a
sentence, the other only identified the word "used" as a verb:
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Figure 25: Joram SRL results

For Joram, "SRL Chunk" tool can help in some specific cases, but is not reliable nor relevant
enough for a broad usage.

5.7 NER phase
The NER tool was executed on 10 files with comments, chosen randomly, then selected for
their abundance of comments and annotations.
It failed 3 times (error), and provided 7 results (70% success).
The average execution time for a successful run is about 3 seconds.
Among the 7 results, 5 did not extract anything relevant ("The NER tool found no entities for
this parsed text string").
The last two results have medium relevance:

Figure 26: Joram NER results
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Four entities are identified as "ClassName": only two of them are really, one has enough
similarity to a class name to be confusing ("IntLevel"), the 4th one is obviously not a class
name ("wishes").
For Joram, NER tool can help in some specific cases, but is not reliable nor relevant enough
for a broad usage.
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6 Lutece Core Use-Case
6.1 Project information
Web site

http://dev.lutece.paris.fr

Git repository

https://github.com/lutece-platform/lutece-core.git

Number of java files

825

Tool

Status

Execution time

JmlGen

Success

16'' (all project)

OpenJML (all files selected) Partial (271 failures / 825)

4h26'

JavaParser

Success

52'07'' (all project)

Code Summarization

Success

5'27'' (all project)

Variable Misuse

Success

1'08'' (all project)

SRL

Partial (90%)

15'' / file

NER

Partial (80%)

3'' / file

6.2 JmlGen / OpenJML phase
JmlGen generates 123 annotations in 89 files.
OpenJML, launched on all files (825), took more than 4 hours and failed 271 times: most
failures are due to missing external dependencies, which is not a bug in the tool, but a
design issue (uploading all dependencies in the PKM is no viable option).

6.3 JavaParser phase
AST generation successful.
Comments extracted from 802 files (count of elements in "commentsjava" collection).
Example:
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Figure 27: Lutece JavaParser comment

758 annotations were extracted (count elements in "annotationsJML" collection).
Example:

Figure 28: Lutece JavaParser annotation

6.4 Variable Misuse phase
Number of predicates generated: 29 in 27 files.
Predicates with no relevance: 4
Original code

Predicate (proposal)

DataEntity entity = new
DataEntity( KEY1, VALUE1 );

Check if replacing 'KEY1' by 'String' Suggests to replace a variable
needed.
name by a type.

suite.addTest( fr.paris.lutece.portal.
util.AllTests.suite( ) )

Check if replacing 'fr' by 'Test'
needed.
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nonsense.
public LuteceServletConfig( String
strName, ServletContext context,
Map<String, String>
mapInitParameters )

Check if replacing 'Map' by
'strName' needed.

Suggests to replace a type by a
variable name.

public LuteceFilterConfig( String
strName, ServletContext context,
Map<String, String>
mapInitParameters )

Check if replacing 'Map' by
'strName' needed.

Suggests to replace a type by a
variable name.

Overall relevance level: 25/29 = 86%.

6.5 Code Summarization phase
825 code summarization comments were generated in 825 files.
All generated summaries are identical, with the following content:
"constructs a <tt>attributes< tt> instance from all products and including enclosing par" (sic).
This result is totally irrelevant.

6.6 SRL phase
The "SRL Chunk" tool was executed on 10 files with comments, chosen randomly, then
selected for their abundance of comments and annotations.
It failed once (error), and provided 9 results (90% success).
The average execution time for a successful run is about 15 seconds (but one lasted 1
minute).
Among the 9 results obtained, only 4 predicates were extracted from one single comment.
All the results come from the same file and comment: others returned "No predicates found
for this section of text."
The predicates obtained are particularly relevant, like this one:
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Figure 29: Lutece SRL result

As a conclusion, "SRL Chunk" tool applied to Lutece use-case obtains scarce results, but
they can be particularly interesting, so it is worth the try.

6.7 NER phase
The NER tool was executed on 10 files with comments, chosen randomly, then selected for
their abundance of comments and annotations.
It failed twice (error), and provided 8 results (80% success).
The average execution time for a successful run is about 3 seconds.
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Among the 8 results, 4 did not extract anything relevant ("The NER tool found no entities for
this parsed text string").
The overall relevance of results is medium: mostly class names are detected, but some
words like "business" or annotations like "@link" were considered class names.
An interesting example follows: with "ResourceType" considered a class name, and "un"
considered... an organization (probably the "United Nations"?).

Figure 30: Lutece NER result

As a conclusion, NER tool can be relevant on specific files in the Lutece use-case, and is
worth a try when some clarifications are needed.
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7 Sat4J Use-Case
7.1 Project information
Web site

https://gitlab.ow2.org/sat4j/sat4j/

Git repository

https://gitlab.ow2.org/sat4j/sat4j.git

Number of java files

790

Tool

Status

Execution time

JmlGen

Success

20'' (all project)

OpenJML (all files selected) Partial (98 failures/790 files)

About 2 hours (all project)

JavaParser

Success

49'55'' (all project)

Code Summarization

Success

4'08'' (all project)

Variable Misuse

Success

1'14'' (all project)

SRL

Success

7'' / file

NER

Partial (70%)

3'' / file

7.2 JmlGen / OpenJML phase
JmlGen generates 279 annotations in 104 files. 26 of them are multiple ones, like this one:
public /*@ pure non_null @*/ GUIInput getGui()
OpenJml has a limited number of failures, but still significant with regard to the project
(12%). This is due to unresolved external dependencies: it is safer to run OpenJml tool
locally on the file system (after downloading the project from the PKM), and include all
dependencies in the classpath.

7.3 JavaParser phase
AST generation successful.
Comments extracted from 777 files (count of elements in "commentsjava" collection).
Example:
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Figure 31: Sat4J JavaParser comment

752 annotations were extracted (count elements in "annotationsJML" collection).
Example:

Figure 32: Sat4J JavaParser annotation

7.4 Variable Misuse phase
Number of predicates generated: 15 in 15 files.
Predicates with no relevance: 3
Original code

Predicate (proposal)

Reason for irrelevance

int[] getLiteralsPropagatedAt(
int decisionLevel);

Check if replacing 'decisionLevel' by Suggests to replace a variable
'IConstr' needed.
name by a type.

public ConflictTimer getTimer() {

Check if replacing 'ConflictTimer' by Suggests to replace a type by a
'propagated' needed.
variable name.

public int computeLBD(ILits voc,
PBConstr constr, int propagated) {

Check if replacing 'constr' by
'BigInteger' needed.

Suggests to replace a variable
name by a type.

Overall relevance level: 12/15 = 80%.
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7.5 Code Summarization phase
790 code summarization comments were generated in 790 files.
Most generated summaries have no or little meaning, like this one:
"validate x stream reader list corresponding to parse x min 10 5 10 4"
Some others may seem to have sense, like this one:
"divide the full UNK into two big integers"
but it describes a class that does exactly the contrary (divide two integers and return the
result).
The following one appears 507 times, so it is supposed to describe 64% of the code :
" protected method to perform a pkix algorithm on all the found in the gui".
These results make Code Summarization irrelevant for Sat4j project.

7.6 SRL phase
The "SRL Chunk" tool was executed on 10 files with comments, chosen randomly, then
selected for their abundance of comments and annotations.
It provided 10 results (100% success).
The average execution time for a successful run is about 7 seconds.
Among the 10 results obtained, 4 predicates were extracted from 4 different files (others
returned "No predicates found for this section of text.").
The predicates obtained are complex and rich, some very relevant, like this one:
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Figure 33: Sat4J SRL result

As a conclusion, SRL can provide some relevant results on Sat4j use-case, including some
complex cases.
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7.7 NER phase
The NER tool was executed on 10 files with comments, chosen randomly, then selected for
their abundance of comments and annotations.
It failed 3 times (error), and provided 7 results (70% success).
The average execution time for a successful run is about 3 seconds.
Among the 7 results, 4 did not extract anything relevant ("The NER tool found no entities for
this parsed text string").
The overall relevance of results is low, the best one follows:

Figure 34: Sat4J NER result

As a conclusion, NER tool gives poor results on Sat4j use-case.
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8 Summary and conclusion
8.1 Tools evaluation matrix
This matrix shows a summary of the evaluation of each tool for each of the four projects it
was applied to.
Tool
JmlGen

Use-case Speed Success Relevance
Evaluation
ratio
Authzforce
Efficient, but limited due to static nature
Joram
(predicates too basic).
Lutece
Sat4j

OpenJML

Authzforce
Joram
Lutece
Sat4j

Problem of external dependencies
(should be executed on the file system
with classpath set, not adapted to PKM).
Too slow as no "whole project" option.

JavaParser

Authzforce
Joram
Lutece
Sat4j

Too slow for a parser.

Variable Misuse Authzforce
Joram
Lutece
Sat4j

Efficient. Relevance can be improved.

Code
Authzforce
Summarization Joram
Lutece
Sat4j

Too little relevance of summaries, and
too many identical summaries.

SRL

Authzforce
Joram
Lutece
Sat4j

A bit slow, medium relevance.

NER

Authzforce
Joram
Lutece
Sat4j

Too little relevance of predicates.
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8.2 Summary by tool
8.2.1 JmlGen
Simple JML assertions are generated automatically: the tool is quite fast, assertions are
relevant, but they are too basic to provide a sufficient coverage of static validation.
This can be considered a normal behaviour, considering that:
•

JmlGen was originally designed to provide some JML predicates as corpus to train
AIs, and not as a tool dedicated for significant static validation.

•

JmlGen is a static tool, so what it generates is valid... so it passes the OpenJML
static validation (which validates something already valid).

As a conclusion, JmlGen can be useful:
•

To train AIs

•

To pre-instrument code with basic JML (before the developer or AI tools add more
significant predicates).

•

To perform some non-regression testing with OpenJML (when the developer
modifies the code, the generated JML assertions may get invalidated, which can help
detect errors).

8.2.2 OpenJML
OpenJML is a simple wrapper on top of the existing OpenJml static analysis tool (to integrate
it with DECODER platform, using OpenApi and the PKM instead of the plain file system).
It works, just like the local OpenJml does. But is has no "all project" option, so it must be
executed on all files one after the other: this makes it too slow.
Many errors occur due to missing external dependencies OpenJML can't resolve: this is a
design issue. OpenJml is a tool dedicated for local filesystem execution, inside a project with
all dependencies around, but uploading all dependencies in the PKM would not be suitable.
As a conclusion, OpenJML tool works, and can be useful for punctual checks on single files,
but is too slow for a whole project, and misses project dependencies: happily, the original
OpenJml that it wraps can be run locally after code download from the PKM, which is an
efficient workaround.
8.2.3 JavaParser
JavaParser extracts data useful for other tools: AST, comments, and annotations.
It works, but is too slow: about 20 files processed per minute, so parsing a project with 1.000
files lasts 50 minutes (for the Joram use-case, it is more than 2 hours).
One might run JavaParser only once at the beginning: but some tools modify the source
code (JmlGen, Variable Misuse..) and sometimes delete some JavaParser outputs
afterwards, to invalidate them (Code Summarization...)
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So, JavaParser must be re-executed often: and this is too costly.
As a workaround for the java use-cases presented here, a "backup / restore" technique was
used when testing tools that affect the source code:
•

Run JavaParser once at the beginning

•

Backup = duplicate all the collections generated by JavaParser in the PKM

•

Run the tool under test (Code Summarization, Variable Misuse...)

•

Restore = bring back the original results of JavaParser in the PKM.

This technique is way faster than running the JavaParser again and again.
8.2.4 Variable Misuse
Variable misuse is a fast enough tool (around 500 files / minute), with medium relevance
results: between 60 and 80% of generated assertions can be considered having potential
meaning.
After verification, few of them reveal real bugs, but some detect potential issues that deserve
visual checking by a developer.
20 to 40% of the generated assertions have no meaning at all (like proposing to substitute a
variable name to a class name, among other erroneous code that would not compile), but
this is quite easy to detect and filter out visually.
As a conclusion, Variable Misuse can be improved, but appears promising.
8.2.5 Code Summarization
Code Summarization is fast enough (about 200 files/minute), but generates totally irrelevant
summaries:
•

Most summaries look like real ones, but have little meaning and no relationship with
the code summarized.

•

Few summaries are not sentences, and have no meaning at all.

•

Many summaries are the same for all files: this can vary between 30% and 100% of
the project files.

As a conclusion, Code Summarization brings no added value to the four use-cases studied
here.
8.2.6 SRL Chunk
SRL is fast, and gives some results in most use-cases. It has to be executed on single files,
not a whole project (as it applies only to files with comments or annotations).
The percentage of executions without failure is quite high, although seldom 100%, but the
percentage of significant results is lower (often no predicate extracted).
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The results relevance depends on the content style: some very complex sentences can be
quite well analyzed, but specific java constructs (like javadoc comments, that contain special
characters with specific meaning - a kind of java-specific "puctuation") are not well
understood.
As a conclusion, SRL can help analyze specific parts of the code a developer wants to focus
on, making it a promising tool.
8.2.7 NER
NER is very fast, and gives some results in most use-cases. It has to be executed on single
files, not a whole project (as it applies only to files with comments or annotations).
The percentage of executions without failure is medium, generally 70 to 80%, but the
percentage of significant results is lower (often no predicate extracted).
The results relevance is often too low to provide real value, except for very specific cases.
As a conclusion, NER is not yet mature enough to provide efficient help to a developer.

8.3 Conclusion
In this report, the major code manipulation tools provided by DECODER were evaluated
against four real-life java use-cases (Authzforce, Joram, Lutece and Sat4J), each of them
coming from the OW2 code base, and composed of hundreds or thousands of source files.
The tools and techniques presented here can be grouped in three categories:
•

GUI tools, used all along the experiment, have proven robust and user-friendly,
although sometimes a bit slow when manipulating large amounts of data: they can be
considered stable enough for pre-production phase, and fully reach the project
objectives.

•

Static tools (JavaParser, JmlGen and OpenJML) still reveal weaknesses to improve:
the JavaParser is too slow for production, JmlGen produces too basic predicates
(although it was designed for AI training rather than production), and OpenJML
reveals that JML validation is difficult to mix with the DECODER architecture (JML
validation requires all project dependencies to be resolved, which would overload the
PKM database: JML validation is designed for file-system project operations).
Static tools in DECODER are close to pre-production level, but integration work and
intensive testing is still required.

•

AI / NLP tools (Variable Misuse, Code Summarization, SRL and NER) are only partly
exploitable on real-life projects: some of them give stable and promising results (like
Variable Misuse and SRL), others are less relevant (Code Summarization and NER).
The problem is partly due to insufficient AI training corpus: although the thousands of
source code from OW2 use-cases, among others (MyThaiStar and other partners
use-cases), were exploited for AI training, this considered far from sufficient by AI
specialists.
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AI tools in DECODER are promising, but still require some research and/or training
work to reach pre-production level.
The final conclusion concerning intensive real-life java use-cases is that the DECODER
technology works in terms of concepts and is promising, but still requires improvements to
reach an industrial pre-production grade.
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